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St~bility Analysis of a Rigid Body with a 
Flexible Attachment Using the 

Energy-Casimir Method 

Abstract 1 

Thomas A. Posbergh* and P.S. Krishnaprasad· 

Jerrold E. Marsdent 

We consider a system consisting of a rigid body to which a linear extensible 
shear beam is attached. For such a system the Energy-Casimir method can be 
used to investigate the stability of the equilibria. In the case we consider, it 
ca.n be shown that a test for (formal) stability reduces to checking the positive 
definiteness of two matrices which depend on the parameters of the system and 
the particular equilibrium about which the stability is to be ascertained. 

1 Introduction 

We consider a rigid body to which a long, flexible appendage is attached. A 
coordinate reference frame is fixed in the rigid body with the origin at the center 
of mass of the rigid· body. The flexible attachment is assumed to lie along the 
second coordinate axis when the configuration is at rest. (see Figure 1.) The 
equations of motion for such a configuration, under suitable assumptions and 
with the appendage modeled as a linear extensible shear beam, are derived by 
Krishnaprasad and Marsden in (2). In deriving the equations of motion they use 
Hamiltonian methods in the context of Poisson manifolds and reduction. (see (2) 
for the explicit formula for the Poisson brackets involved.) H we assume that 
the momentum of the system which arises from the appendage rotating with the 
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FI'si"'A~ 

Figure 1: The Geometry of the Configuration 

rigid body is negHgible. then our Hamiltonian is of the form 

H = lJ-lp. P +! ('-lIm(s)1I
2 

ds + lit K 8r . 8r ds. (1) 
2 210 Po 2 0 as as 

We assume tha~ J is the inertia matrix of the rigid body and that. Po is the 
uniform mass per unit. length of the attached appendage of length t. The reduced 
phase space is coordinated at any time by w. the convected angular velocity 
vector of the rigid body; r(s), the convected displacement of the shear beam at 
a point s, 0 ~ s ~ l; and m(s) the momentum density of shear beam at the 
point 4. The vector p is the body angular momentum vector of the rigid body, 
thus p = Jw. Finally, K is the diagonal matrix of elastic coefficients. 

In our investigation we are interested in the stability of the system about 
equilibria points. These equilibria will sat.isfy, 

~ • ft~ ~ 
0= Jw x w + a x K as .=0 - r(l) x Ke2 + 10 as x K as ds 

1 
0= -m+rx w 

Po 

a2r 
o = K as 2 + m x w. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Two boundary values are associated with these equations, 

(5) 

In (21, a stability algorithm based on the Energy-Casimir method was applied 
to a specific family of equilibria (see subsection 4.2 below). The essence of the 
stability algorithm is to recognize that the relevant Poisson structure {" .} admits 
nontrivial Casimira i.e. functions F that Poi&llon.-commute with any function 
of the phase space. It follows that these are also conserved quantities for the 
dynamics of (1). Specific Casimirs C. may be found such that the relative 
equilibria defined by (2)-{4) are critical points of (H + C.) on the reduced phase 
space. Formal dability follows from establishing definiteness conditions for the 
second variation D2(H + C.) at the relative equilibria. To establish rigorous 
nonlinear stability, one has to carry out certain convexity estimates as in (2). 

The purpose Qf this paper is to establish a 6yatematic procedure for carrying 
out the formal atability atep for arbitrary equilibria satisfying the equations (2)
(4). This has useful applications in the engineering context where the model at 
hand represents the mechanics of a spinning spacecraft with a flexible attachment 
(such as a boom for carrying instruments or an antenna). See [21. for related 
remarks and references. The procedure derived here recovers the results of (2) 
when applied to the specific example considered there. (see subsection 4.2 below.) 

2 'Computation of the First and Second Variations 

In this section we compute the first and second variations of the Hamiltonian 
plus the Casimir function, B + C.. From the previous definitions of these we 
know 

B = !J-1p . +! r IIm(s)1I2 d6 +! rt. K 8r . 8r tU (6) 
2 2 10 Po 2 10 as a& ' 

and the Casimir function may be taken to be 

(7) 

We will denote the first and second variations by D(B + C.), and D2(H + C.). 
Note that because of the distributed nature of the system we are dealing with 
we will need to compute variational derivatives instead of ordinary gradients. 
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2.1 Computation of the First Variation 

For the integrals in the Hamiltonian we consider variational differentials by 

DC(3:) = lim f(3: + Eh) - f(3:) = 1t 6/ . 63:ds. 
(-0 E 0 63: 

(8) 

Thus, letting 

h = ! lt IIm(,,)lr~ d", 
2 0 Po 

(9) 

then it 1 D /2(m) = -m . 6md". 
o Po 

(10) 

Similarly, let 

/3(r) = 1 1t Or ar - K-·-d" 
2 0 a" a" ' 

(11) 

D/3(r) = 1t K ar . a6r ds. (12) 
o a" as 

H we integrate this equation by parts with the boundary conditions 6r(l} = 
6r(O) = 0, we get 

(13) 

For the integral term in the Casimir function we are taking variational derivat.ives 
of a crOBS product term. H we define 

(14) 

then 

Dll0-1I2 = 20 . (6p + lot r x 6mds + 1t 6r x m ds). (15) 

H we combine all of the above we get the expression for the first variation 

D(H +CI/I) = J- 1p·6p+ -m ·6mds - K- ·6r ds 1t. 1 it a2r 
o Po 0 as2 

+ </1'(110-11 2 )0- . (6p + fal. r x 6m d" + fat. 6r x m ds). (16) 
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2.2 Computation of the Second Variation 

For the second variation, the starting point is the expression for the first vari
ation. The terms arising from the original Hamiltonian are straight forward to 
compute, they are 

D(J- 1p.6p) = J-16p·6p, 

lt. 1 lt.l D( -m·6mda) = -15m· 15m da, 
o Po o Po 

(~t. a2r ) D 0 K aa2 . 6r da = lot. a26r 
o K aa2 • 6r da. 

Note that we can use the boundary conditions on 6r to get 

r K a26r .or da = _ (t. K aor . a6r da. 
Jo aa2 Jo aa aa 

(11) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Next we consider the component which arises from the Casimir function which 
we added to the Hamiltonian. From the first factor of this term we compute, 

D~'(O') = 2~"(1I0'1I2)0'. (6p + lot. r x 15m da + lot or x m da.) (21) 

From the second factor of the Casimir tenn we compute 

D(O' . (6p + lot. r X om da + lot. or x m d,,» = 

!lop + lot. r x om d, + lot. or x m d"II' 

+2(p + lot. r x m da) . (lot. or X om d,,). 

We use the above to get the expression for the second variation 

D2(H+C~) .- J-I0p . Op + -15m· om da+ K-· - da 1t. 1 1t. aor a6r 
o Po 0 aa a, 

(22) 

+ 2~"(1!0'1I2)(0'. (op + lot. r x om da + lot. or X m d,»' 

+ ~'(1I0'1I2) {\lOP + lot. r X om da + lot. or x m dan' 

+ 2(p + lot. r x m da)· (lot. or x om da) }. (23) 
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3 Computation of a Stability Criterion 

The conditions which assure that the first variation D(H +C.) at an equilibrium 
is zero are 

t;'(11 a e 112)at: = 

t;'(Ilae 112)at: X r e = 

t;'(lIa t:II2 )ae X me = 

_we, 

1 t: --m, 
Po 

a2rt: 
-K as' I 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

We use the superscript e to denote evaluation at an equilibrium. IT we dot (24) 
with a e we have 

(28) 

IT we evaluate the first variation at an equilibrium, incorporating the above, then 
we can derive conditions which assure the stability of the equilibrium. In t.he 
following sequence of steps we demonstrate how thi8 is done. 

Step 1: Evaluate the Second Variation at an Equilibrium 
Recall the second variation. IT we use the above to substitute for t;'(lI a t:1/2) 

in this expreuion and rearrange slightly we find t.hat 

(29) 
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which corresponds to expression (5.5) in Krishnaprasad and Marsden [2/. In that 
paper, t/I is required to satisfy the condition: 

(30) 

which is consistent with (28). In the following development we impose no con
ditions on ,;"(lIa I!1I 2) at this time. 

Step S: Ezpand Term.! Oontaining Sp 
We first note that the fourth and sixth terms in (29) can be expanded. For 

the fourth term we have 

while for the sixth term 

2,;"{lI a I!1I2)(al! . (op + lot rl! X m ds + lot or x me d8))2 

= 2t/1"{IIaI!1I 2)(ae • Sp)2 

+4t/1"(/l a I!1I2)(al! . 6p)(ae . (lot r e X om ds + lot or X me ds)) 

+2t/1"(lIae Il2)(al! . (Iol 

r e 
X om ds + lot or X ml! ds))2 (32) 

Step 9: Oollect Terms Oontaining op 
Now, collect together terms in which the quantity 6p appears. Our expression 

for the second variation at an equilibrium can then be written 

D2(H +C",) = 

[ ~.~ r r 
J-

16p . op - lIae l/2 (op . op + 2Sp . (10 r e 
X om ds + 10 or X me ds)) 
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Step -I: Complete the Squa.re 
The term in square brackets which contains the 6p terms can be rewritten 

[ ] = (r' - U:;r, I + 2~"(lIa'n2)a'l8> a')6p . 6p 

+2(- we. et
e 
I + 2~"(lIeteI12)ete ® ol}6p 

• lIoelF~ 

. (lot rC! X 6m ds + lot 6r X me ds). (34) 

In this expression we use ® to denote the tensor product and I the identity. 
Note that oe ® oC! is a tensor of rank 2. We can complete the square for this 
expression provided the quantity 

(35) 

has an inverse. 
We next assume this inverse exists and define the two symmetric matrices M 

and N by, 

(36) 
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(37) 

Completing the square for the term in brackets we now get 

[ . ] = lIM6p +N(/.'" X 6m d. + /.' 6, X m' .. In" 

-NTN(1
t 

r e x 6m tU + fat 6r x me da) 

·(fat rei x 6m d" + lot 6r x Die d,,). (38) 

The term in braces is bounded below by a perfed square when NTN > O. 
For this to be the case we need to assume that the inverted matrix, 3;1 is 
positive definite, in general it need not be. Note that this assumption will impose 
conditions on ~"(lIaeIl2). The requirements on the parameters in this matrix to 
assure it is strictly positive definite will be expressed in the form of inequalities. 
These inequalities will be the 6rst conditions that we need to assure stability. 

Step 5: The Reformulated Second Variation 
The second variation at an equilibrium is thus of the form 

(39) 
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Where we note that 

NTN = (_ we . a
e 
1+ 2;"(IIQeIl2)ae ® Qe) 

II Q ell2 

(J-1 _ we. a
e 
1+ 2;"(lIQeIl2)ae ® ae}-l 

lIae ll 2 

(-71:~,~e 1+ 2;"CllaeIl 2)ae ® a e) 

= QeJeQe. 

Step 6: Coiled IntegrGl. of Cro •• Product. 

(40) 

Collecting terms containing the integrals of cross products t.he second varia
tion can be written 

(41) 

Step 7: A Vector Identity 
Observe that a simple vector identity enables us to write 

(42) 

where we have used the skew-symmet.ric matrix S(z) associated with the cross
product 

(43) 
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Step 8: A Quadratic Form 
Now define the symmetric matrix 

/l. 
R = QeJeQc: - Qc:. (44) 

We will see below, that an eigenvalue estimate (46) relies on having R nonnega
tive definite. We thus require that conditions on the parameters of the problem 
and ,;"(lIo eIl2) hold such that J;l defined in (36) is positive definite and R de
fined in (44) is nonnegative definite. The latter will assure that R has a square 
root R 1/2. We will examine these assumptions again in remark 2 below. 

Expanding the second term in (41), we can re-express it as a quadratic form, 

R(lt. J'e X 6m ds + lt. 61' x me ds) . (It. J'e X 5m dB + fat. 51' X me ds) 

= lot. lot. R(S(J'e(s))6m(s) - S(me(s))5J'(s)) 

·(S(re(0'))6m(0') - S(me(0'))6r(0')) dsdO' 

= It.Iot.16mT(S) arT(s)] [ -~~~::~IJ)) ] 
RIS(re(O')) - S(me(CT))J [ a6r:(~1 ] dsdcr 

= lot. 1ot.1amT(s) 5rT(s)JAT(s)A(0') [ 6::c~i ] dsdcr (45) 

We now can find a lower bound on the above. The bound we want is obtained 
from an eigenvalue inequality which we introduce by way of the following lemma. 

Step 9: An Eigenvalue Inequality 

Lemma 3.1 : Let A(s) e L~xn(o,l), and xes) E L~(O, t) then 

r r xT(s)AT(s)A(O')x(O')dO' ds::;; rt. XT(s){ r L\2(0')dcr}x(s) ds, (46) 10 10 , 10 10 
where ~2(s) is the mazimum eigenvalue 0/ AT(s)A(s). 

Proof: Let II . II denote the standard norm in Euclidean space and also the 
induced matrix norm associated with it. Then 

it.lt. xT(s)AT(s)A(O')x(O')dO' ds 
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~ lot lot IxT(")AT(a)A(u)x(u)ldu da 

:5 lot lot IIA(a)x(s)III1A(u)x(u)1I dO' da 

:5 lot IIA(a) II IIx(a) II da lot IIA(O')II IIx(O'HI dO' 

where we have used IIA(a)x(a)1I :5 IIA(a) II IIx(,,) II· We can now use the Schwan 
inequality 

Finally noting that the value of IIA(,,) II is simply the square root oft.he maximum 
eigenvalue of AT (a)A(s) establishes the result. 

Hwe let ..\2(,,) be the maximum eigenvalue of 

(47) 

- t and let ..\2 = fo ..\2(s) ds then we have by way of lemma 3.1 a lower bound on 
the second variation 

(48) 

Step 10: A Poincare Type Inequality 
H we assume that K is diagonal and use a Poincare-type inequality 

lt 80r 80r lt 
K- . - ds> c Kor· or ds 

o aa as - 0 I 
(49) 
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with e = (;t)', then the second variation can be bounded below u 

Step 11: Rewrite The Lower Bound 
We can reformulate the lower bound in a clearer fonn as follows 

rt [ p~ 1- Il' -S( u~'h\· we) 1 [ 6m] [6m] da. (51) 
+ 10 -ST ('~~",. w") eX - Il' 6r 0 6r 

If we de&ne the matrix 

"" I! _ [ *1 - II' -S{ ,;r.(i\: we) 1 
D(p,r,m)- -ST(U;:!ifj·w") cK-D.' (52) 

then we can state the following theoremj 

Theorem 3.1 : II the matri: R = Qc.T"Qc - Q" defined in (-4-4) emU and i. 
nonnegative definite • .T1! defined in (36) U p08ititle definite. and the matri1:D de
fined in equation (Se) i. po,itive definite. then the ,y,tem de,cnobed by equatioM 
(e)-(-4) u nonlinearly (Iormally) stable at the equilibrium point (p",r",m"). 

Remark 1 : This ruult esta.bluhu only formal sta.bility. since it u baaed on the 
definitenea8 ol,econd variational To establish rigoroU8 stability 01 the nonlinear 
sydem one generally needl to e:amine conventy estimates aa u done in te)o 

Remark 2 : Note that il Q; 1 ends and we u,e the matri: inversion lemma 
14/. p.656, we obtain the lollowing 

(Q;l + .T)-l = Qc - Q".TcQc 

= -R (53) 
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Recall thllt we already hllve an assumption of nonneglltive definitene.u on R. 
Thus we need to specify conditions on the parameters and ~"(IIQeIl2) 6uch thllt 

J-1+Qe > 0 (54) 

(J + Q;l)-l :5 0 (55) 

which ere the ,ame condition, 46 R ~ 0 end J e > o. In the eZllmplu of the next 
,eetion Qc u ,inguler. 

Remark 3 : A better ruult ean be had by ob,erving that AT (, )A( s) u frequently 
in the form. of a block diagonal matriz 

[ 

Af(,)Al(S) 

AT(')A(s) = 

o 
(56) 

where 0 S Ie S 6 and because of the ,emidefinitene66 of AT A(,,) ,ome of the 
diagonal block, may be zero. If we let ).r(s) be the mazimum eigenvalue of 
Af(s)A.(s), 0 SiS Ie then we een define 

[ 

.!.I 
Po 

D'-
_ST (ii~'iP' we) 

-S( ii~9!",' we) ]_ [ I~l 

eK 0 
(57) 

Thu, if the conditions of theorem 9.e are ,atisfied and al,o the matrix D' de
fined in equation (57) i, po,itive definite, then the ,ydem dueribed by equations 
(e)-(04) u (formally) nonlinearly stable et the equilibrium point (pe, r e, me). In 
theorem 9.e thi' will mean the 6pecial choice ).2(s) = max{>.~(s), ... , ).~(s)}. 

4 Some Examples 

In this section we apply theorem 3.1 to specific equilibria of (2)-(4). We will 
assume that the linear extensible shear beam lies along the same direction as t.he 
second principal axis of inertia of the rigid body. From geometric considera.tions 
the position of the shear beam will cause the principal axes of the rigid-body
shear-beam configuration to lie in the same directions as those of the rigid body. 
In this case the addition of the shear beam will have the effect of increasing 
the moments of inertia about the first and the third principal axes. Because 
the linear extensible shear beam cannot deflect laterally the principal axes of 
the configuration remain fixed for any longitudinal extension of the shear beam. 
Thus, for this configuration there are three axes about which the equilibria can 
exist. These axes will correspond to the three principal axes of the rigid body. 
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4.1 A Trivial Equilibrium 

The simplest case to be considered is when the rotation takes place about the axis 
along which the linear extensible shear beam lies. In this case tbe equilibrium 
will be 

w· = W2e2 
1''' = (42 + a)e2' 

m· = O. 

This describes the linear-extensible-shear-beam being unstretched. 

(58) 
(59) 
(60) 

Wbat follows is a special case of the second variation computed in Step 1 of 
the previous section. In this and the following example we will assume 4>" (II all 112) 
is the same as in 121, thus recall from (30) that if this is the case then 

4>"(l/a"1/2) = ~~~.Ii:' 
And the two quantities, J;l, and QII' which we define in Step .4 are 

w •. oel oe ® oe 
J;l = J-l - lIoell2 (J - lIoell2 ) (61) 

wel·a' all®ael 
QII = - 11011112 (J - lIaelrZ ). (62) 

For our example, if we first compute 

(63) 

then 
(64) 

(65) 

and finally, 

[ A:~l1. 0 

;~~:.l 122 
0 

(66) 

Qe = [t 
0 

o ] 0 o . 
0 i:' 

(67) 

-
'-, .. ~i 

... .'(l 
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For J II to be positive definite we require 122 > ill, and 122 > 333. This will 
assure positive elements along the diagonal in the inverse above. 

Thus, the quantity QeJeQe which appears in the reformulated second varia
tion of Step 5 will bet 

J-1_ -- J--- J---( aeTwe aeallT ) -1 ('aI!Twl!)2 al!allT ) 
aliT a e ( aeT all) (aeT a e)2 ( aliT all ) 

([ if' 
0 n [ 'b' 

0 Ilf ..L 0 in 
0 . 0 0 

= 

. ([! 0 0 ]) 0 ·0 
0 1 ::r 

'n 

[ 
..hJin... 0 0 ][ + 0 0 

1 
i22-ill J" 

0 1"22 0 0 0 0 
0 0 .iuin.. 0 0 1 ::r i'12-iu J22 

= 

[ 
2"11 0 0 iu(in-i.d 
0 0 

o 1 (68) 
0 0 .iu 

in Ii" - iu I 
= 

where we have used equation (40) and the fact that J II and QI! are diagonal. 
We also need the skew symmetric matrix which appears in Step 1. Thus, we 

compute 

s (a
C 

aliT we) = [ ~ ~ ~2 1 . 
aeTae 

-w~ 0 0 
(69) 

Now we compute R t which is defined in Step 8. 

R 
acTwll aCacT 

= QcJcQc + ~(I - ~) 
a a a' a 

[ 
ill 0 0 

] + [ 

..L 0 0 ] i,,(in-iul i22 
= 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 iaa 0 0 ...1.. 
h2(i22-iu) i22 

[ 
1 0 

",L, ] 
-.--.-
J22-JU 

= 0 0 (70) 
0 0 
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which, along with the definition of SO in (43), we can now use to compute 

[_. 1. ~ 0 
o ] ST (re)RS(re) = J21-~a 0 0 (71) 

0 1 ~2 
in-in 2 

ST (re)RS(me) = 0 (72) 
ST (me)RS(m") = O. (73) 

These matrices are used to form the matrix AT(,,)A(,,) in (57), note that it has 
only the two nonzero elements (computed in (72)). These correspond to the first 
and second diagonal elements. Hence, AT(6)A(") is a diagonal matrix and the 
nonsero eigenvalues are these two elements. As a consequence we will use the 
modified bound described in Remark S. Thus, the eigenvalue ineqUality is easily 
obtained. 

After using the Poincare inequality of Step 10 we proceed to the final step 
and construct the D' matrix in (57) 

.1. -~ It." rc2 rU 0 0 0 0 -w~ Po jn-~u 0 2 
0 .1. 0 0 0 0 PO 

D'. 0 0 .1. _ ~ ].t. rc2 d" w· 0 0 PO ju-ju 0 2 , 
0 0 w; (fi)2k,. 0 0 
0 0 0 0 (fi)'kv 0 

-w~ 0 0 0 0 (~)'k. 

(74) 

To assure that the D' matrix is positive definite we require 

i22 - ill > Po lot. r~ d" (75) 

h2 - i33 > Po lot r22 d" (76) 

and also, 

( 
1 1 Iot 

.. 2 ) 11' 2 - -. . r2 d" (2t) Ie. > 
Po 322 - 333 0 

(77) 

( .!. _ 1 It .. 2 cU) (.!. )21e 
Po h2 - ill 0 r2 2t z (78) 

~ .. .. 
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Physically the first two conditions are classical stability conditions on the stable 
axes of rotation for a rigid body. The term on the right is the additional inertia 
due to the ftexible appendage which adds inertia about both the first and third 
axes. The second two inequalities are conditions on the admissible rotation rates 
of the configuration. They have an interesting physical interpretation. 

4.2 A Non-Trivial Equilibrium 

For the second example we will consider rotations of the rigid-body-shear-beam 
configuration about the first or third principal axes of inertia. We will examine 
the case when the rotation is about the first principal axis of inertia, rotations 
about the third axis are similar. This corresponds to the example in Krish
naprasad and Marsden 121. 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

In these equations we have 0 :5 8 :5 I.. For simplicity we will denote the nonzero 
element of r as r2, and that of m as m~. 

We first compute 

thus 

a eT we = (jl1W~ + fat r,mj ds)wi 

QeT a e = (iuwi + lot r2m3 ds)2. 

Subsequently we will denote the first element of Q by al' We now compute 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 
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and finally, J;1 and Qe defined in Step -4 are 

[ i: 0 0 ] J-1 = aI-i"w; 0 (86) t! inal 
0 al-iuwj 

inal 

U 
0 

~ ]. Qe 
w· 

(87) = :..1. 
al 
0 w· ~ 

011 

For J; 1 to be positive definite we require 

011 > 122Wi and al > 133Wi. (88) 

These conditions will hold if ill > 122. and ill > i33 and will assure positive 
elements along the diagonal in the inverse above. These conditions are the same 
as (5.10) in (2/. 

Then from equation (40) we have 

( 
aeTwe at/aeT )-1 ((aeTwe)2 aeat/T) J-l - --(I - --) (I ___ ) 
a eT Ole acT at! (aeT at/)2 aeT aC 

= 

= 

= 

([! ~ i]-[: ~ ~]r 
.([~ ! ~]) 

o 
a,-;"w, 

i2'J a l 

o 

o 
(Wjl'in 

The skew symmetric matrix of Step 7 is 

(
aeaeT ) [0 0 

S at/T Ole We = ~ :~ 

(89) 

(90) 
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Now we compute R as defined in Step 8, 

acTwc aCa"T 
QcJcQc + cT cT (I - -a-;) 

a a a a 
R = 

= U 
0 0] [0 0 

l] 622 o + 0 w' ::.J. 
aa 

0 633 0 0 a, 

[~ 
0 

1.] "722 (91) 0 
= 

where we have 

w" WC 

122 = . ~ c and 133 = ~ c 
(92) al -122Wl al - ) 33W l 

Note that these are not the same as the 11, and 12 terms which appear in 1
2

1. 
We can now compute 

[ 7>fl' o 0] ST (rC)RS(rC) = o 0 (93) o 0 
ST (rC)Rs(in") = 0 (94) 

[7>'t o 0] ST(mc)RS(me) = o 0 • (95) o 0 

From this we can compute the matrix AT(S)A(s) in (57), note that it has only 
two nonzero elements. These correspond to second and fourth diagonal elements. 
Hence, AT(8)A(s} is a diagonal matrix and the nonzero eigenvalues are these two 
elements. As in the previous example we will use the modified bound described 
in Remark 3. 

We can construct the D' matrix in (44) 

:; - '133 fot ~2 tU 0 0 0 0 0 0 .L 0 0 0 -wr Po 
D'. 0 0 .!. 0 we 0 Po t 1 0 0 O(ft)2kz - '122 fo ~2 ds 0 0 0 0 101" 0 (ft)' ks, 0 1 0 -W~ 0 0 0 (fi)'k. 

(96) 
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To assure that the D' matrix is positive definite we require 

1 
Po lot r~2 cU > 

"733 

(.!..)2~ 
2t "722 

> lot mse2 cU 

and 

k. (.!..)2 
Po 2t 

> (W2)2 

kv (.!..)2 
Po 2t 

> (W2) 2 
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(97) 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

These conditions are exactly those of (5.14) in Krishnaprasaci and Marsden and 
they assure stability about the equilibrium which satisfies (75)-{76). 

Finally a remark about the difference between 121 and our development. If 
we integrate the matrix we call AT(s)A(s) then the elements of the integrated 
matrix would correspond to "72, and "71 in the paper of Krishnaprasad and Mars
den. This suggests modifying the procedure in the previous section to look at 
the eigenvalues of the integral matrix rather than integrating the eigenvalues. 
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